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Leading expert for electric special drives
ATE’s mission is to improve the world bit by bit and the company has been a true
pioneer in creating smart electrical drives, which are custom-made for specific
requirements. Electricity has been an integral part of our society for a long time
now, but thinking outside the box and using their in-depth knowledge creatively
puts the team behind ATE far ahead of their competitors.
TEXT: MARILENA STRACKE I
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Electricity has always empowered mankind. It enabled us to build machines, to
improve our living conditions and to make
the world come closer together. All it takes
is copper wire, electrical steels and a great
deal of creativity. That is still the case today
and ATE has made it its mission to help
create new technologies and conquer unknown electronic territory. ATE’s extensive
portfolio of diverse products shows that
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they can be applied in a wide range of different industries across the world. Basically, any company that uses electric mounting kits (rotors and stators) can benefit
from ATE’s know-how.
The German company was founded as a
start-up in 2000 and has been growing
steadily ever since. In 2008, the team at
ATE already broke the world record with

their micro-drive capable of a breathtaking one million revolutions per minute.
Their speciality lies in keeping the drives
extremely small yet highly functional and
reliable with an unbelievable amount of
power. Developing customised solutions
through working closely with their clients
on their individual requirements can be
seen as one of the pillars at ATE.
ATE’s head of sales Joachim Bär says:
“Our electric drives are like a tailor-made
suit and one hundred percent application
specific. Our designs are precise, meet the
requirements and usually do not need
prior testing. Most of our special motors
have been designed for high speeds and/
or high torque. What they all have in
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common: they always produce the maximum output power in the smallest package size.” Top-quality materials paired
with extensive research ensures client
satisfaction right from developing the
concept down to the manufacturing and
integration. ATE can produce prototypes,
but also has the capacity to manufacture
medium-sized product series.
Using the latest state-of-the-art computer
simulation software to develop the machine designs, the team at ATE also maintains tight relationships to universities and
international solution leaders to stay in the
loop of market innovations. Sometimes
the team of electric and mechanical engineers even develops the necessary software themselves in order to design electric
drives for previously unknown fields.
At ATE it is all about mastering the challenges that new areas bring. In order to realise even unconventional drive concepts
in a short amount of time, ATE has an
in-house laser cutting system for electrical lamination as well as the most modern

facilities for vacuum moulding of winding
amongst other features.
Their customer base includes more than
1,000 international clients. Three times
in a row, from 2015 to 2017, the ‘Porsche
919 Hybrid’ won the prestigious 24-hour
race of Le Mans with various ATE drive
systems. This is certainly something to be
incredibly proud of and it can be seen as
a great testimony for the excellent quality
of ATE’s products. ATE also built the power unit of the world’s fastest fully electric
ferry ‘BB Green’. The luxury yacht ‘Adler
Suprema’ also works with ATE products in
its hybrid drive system.
“The constant process of optimisation puts
us in the position to realise technically impressive special solutions under economically attractive conditions,” explains Bär.
Flexibility and creativity are core values at
ATE and is not only reflected in their facilities but even more so in their team of engineers. “Our client advisers understand our
customers’ applications and their individual
requirements down to the smallest detail.”
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Innovative companies turn to ATE to expand on their competitive advantage. The
team of designers, developers and project
managers provide target-oriented direct
advisory services to suggest the ideal
solution.
Helping their clients to unfold their full
potential when it comes to using electric
drives also means ATE itself is constantly
expanding and re-shaping itself. The company is aiming to increase their production
capabilities on site in Leutkirch to achieve
their goal to produce 100,000 engine components per year and push for partial process automation.
To remain the technical market leader,
ATE will also explore new application areas. Could your business provide their new
challenge? Join ATE’s innovative revolution
and build a future for your company that
turns faster than the eye can see.
For more information, visit the following
website.
www.ate-system.de

Panoramic view of Leutkirch.

Luxury yacht ‘Adler Suprema 2’.

The ‘Porsche 919 Hybrid’.

A stator.
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